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About This Game

Take on the role of Charlie and enter a strange and mysterious world filled with nightmarish hordes of zombies, dangers and
many surprises.

In this easy to play and hard to master platform you will slay zombies, avoid as well as use deadly traps, and unleash your true
potential through a variety of skills and abilities.

Charlie's Adventure will take you on a journey through 12 unique levels as you face off against legions of zombies. Help Charlie
cleanse his world of these vile creatures!

FEATURES:

 work your way through 12 levels of zombie infestation

 dozens of scary but not so smart zombies

 deadly traps that can kill you and your enemies

 use the environment against the enemy

 easy to play, hard to master type of a game
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 3 difficulty levels

 full controller support

 keybinding support for : keyboard, mouse or any joystick

 Ultra HD resolution supported (4K)
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Title: Charlie's Adventure
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Just1337 Studio
Publisher:
Just1337 Publisher
Release Date: 18 Nov, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or Later

Processor: 1.5GHZ +

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB or Higher

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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Very much the same game as "Go! Go! Nippon!" You're living in Japan for a while, and you make friends with two female high
school students - one more impulsive and outgoing, the other more reserved and studious - who teach you a lot about the
country. The biggest difference from that game is that Go Go Nippon focuses on the different areas of Japan, whereas Japanese
School Life focuses on the culture and customs, with in-depth explanations of various festivals, traditions, and etiquette. As
such, it's a good complement to that game if you're interested in a light but informative introduction to the culture.

One of the characters publishes dōjinshi and sells them at a booth at Comiket, so a large part of the story involves that.

Unlike Go Go Nippon (in which you accidentally walk in on one of the girls when she's half-naked), there is absolutely nothing
suggestive in this game. Romance is limited to the main character accidentally saying the word "cute' and lots of blushing
happening.

Both girls are fully voiced and well-acted. And one feature I didn't notice until late in the game is that mousing up to the top
makes a menu appear with some items that aren't in the "Options" screen, such as the ability to scroll back to see previous lines
of dialogue, and also the ability to display text in both English and Japanese at the same time.

There are a few decision points in the story, but I don't suspect they change the events or outcome very much. Also, the main
character is named "Brian" and the girls call him by name. There is no way to change the main character's name. If your name is
Brian, like mine is, then this is wonderful and I encourage more games to name their protagonists "Brian".. good game, but
there's only about 2 hours of playtime, so get it onsale. Ok. So I personally don't like the game but thats only because I don't like
point and click games that much. With that said, it still scared the♥♥♥♥♥♥out of me. I will recommend the game because its
bot a bad game, its just not for me.

Heres my LETS PLAY

https://youtu.be/xYbUJH9uJz0. Love it, has a bit more info then some other documentaries I have seen over the past last 10
years.
This was and still is the life i live, a true enjoyment of the wonderful world of escapism entertainment.. This game is like a more
polished variation of the type of games that saturated the market in the 80s. Also known as the great video game crash. It seems
to be what those games were trying to be. Not sure if this is a good thing or not.

Regardless, if you're looking for that... Unique experience... It's worth taking a look at.
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Good game for sure, a nice way to meet new people, or have a heavy argument with serious people, which is totally cool for me
\ud83d\udc4c\ud83c\udffc Also, sometimes i get to play it at school, does that mean im addicted? Maybe.

If i had to choose a game, for a quick play, i would totally go for Transformice \ud83d\udc4d\ud83c\udffc
Have fun with other people, act like a try hard and just kill the time o\/

Lately, the game have alot of restarts and updates, which pisses off people SO much, but i understand Atelier801 team, they try
their best to make the game much enjoyable for us, so keep up the GOOD work guys! o\/. its fun and eazy to play dont over
think this game. Fun but its not worth 15 box, i should be like 10 or 8 dollar/euro/whatever. A short game set in an apartment.
The game uses the one location very effectively and violates the sense of safety you garner in the early minutes. It's pretty much
all scripted, with one go around taking about 30 minutes, but it's also dirt cheap. As far as story goes, I can't for the life of me
even begin to understand what was going on. But as far as mood building and atmosphere goes, it's worth a shot.. game played
offline on the release week-end without the latest patches)

- Nice dungeon crawling / puzzle game, a little rough on the edges.
- Especially recommended to people who don't mind time limits / time management, even if it is not THAT strict (similar to old
Atelier PS2 games)
- Quite worth the price.

Some mechanics are counter intuitive (such as leaving the dungeon as a way to solve puzzles) and (atm) a manual would be nice.

Would welcome new dungeons, more (conversation) choices, etc.. This game is good for what it does, I method to study Kanji
and the Kana. I'd say use this along side Tofugu's material to get started learning Japanese.. havent played much but love it. This
is the first jigsaw puzzle game by this developer, and it doesn't have a theme like the later ones do. There is a wide variety of
pictures, all of which have interesting colors that makes it fun to put them together. I think the pictures in their Cities and
Monuments games are prettier, but these are pretty good. A lot nature scenes, plus more random stuff like an old boat. I would
get Monuments first (that's my favorite) and see if you like it. I think these are fun, well-made games so I recommend all of
them, including this one.. I really like this app. it is really pratical and easy to use, highly recomend for those who like to
illustrate or design things.
But there is some bugs or maybe some feature haven't 100% made correctly
-The "Make Speed Paint Animation" doesn't work well
-Laggy even the canvas still clear
-the toolbars is too big (even it can be minimized, hope there will be a full screen mode so the tollbars are hidden)
-When Export image the preview image doesn't show

im looking forward on the future updates ~. Absolutly horrible. Janky controlles, 0 story, lame puzzels, and no perril what so
ever. Its never explained why you are where you are (or even where for that matter) what your doing, what your goal is, who you
are. There is not a single line of dialoge. Even then the monsters are the same and easy to kill, the puzzles are elementary and
have no purpose. The only possitive point is that one of the (2) monsters is kinda gross and thats just because it has a messed up
face. To be fair I played through one level, but there are 6 levels in the game (look at achievements) and the first one wasnt even
a good waste of time. Not even worth 50 cents.

Slash It Ultimate released!:
Check out our ultimate version of the Slash It series,
many new cool game modes and features!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/656600/Slash_It_Ultimate/. Patch 1.1:
Performance improvement, minor glitch fixes!. BIG DISCOUNT -98% Just1337 Collection Winter Bundle:
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